
 

MPONR Race report written by Valerie Harrison. 

We convinced a NHTYA member to tick off their bucket list, the MPONR. Brian 

and I on our Ross780 mk3 called ‘Only Time’  were joined by crew Tom Howell 

(NHTYA)  and John Gordon from VIC.  

We left Newcastle 5pm Thursday night, passed through Canberra and stopped overnight 

somewhere just outside of Cooma. It was cold and by mid morning 1 blanket just didn’t cut it- 

we were going to VIC after all. 

We made our way through Cooma, Bombala, 

Orbost then to Bairnsdale where we stopped 

over to make some last minute purchases. 

Lunch was apparently the best burger ever. 

Arrived Marlay Point Friday arvo and the 

plan was to rig the boat and launch asap to 

get our spot. Probably another 20 boats had 

the same idea or so we thought.  We rigged in 

no time and did a reckky to the ramp. 

Hmmmm VERY windy- must be above 30knts.  

We watched another launch and it didn’t look that bad. I suppose only about 5-6 boats had 

already launched and were parked in the back water, the others were still phaffing about. We 

should have thought why?  ‘Oh well we’ll launch’ so Brian went and got the boat while Tom 

and I had ringside seats to the circus.  

The boat we watched launch I think was an Ultimate (didn’t 

take that much notice apart from being a much smaller boat). 

He went to motor around to the back water between what 

appeared to be a deliberate attempt to mark out some sort of 

channel with star pickets. Hmmmm he ran aground again 

and again- eventually puttered off around the corner- I did 

say little boat. 

A Magnum had launched—his turn to try his luck. It helps if 

the water is deep enough to get your motor down and on a 

Magnum that was challenging. They walked the boat up to the 

end of the jetty and pushed off.  



About 15 meters from the jetty they stopped- doing 360s- 

keel all the way up now -a victim to the wind. Did I mention 

it was windy-I did didn’t I -yes well about 30 knots a beam. 

The Magnum eventually, after much yelling, was pointing 

in the right direction and thought they’d have a go at the 

channel. Naagh what were they thinking?- aground – 

stopped. Try again – Rev that motor- stopped -drifting back 

to the jetty. Stuck - can’t get there -what to do? They’re 

stranded about 5 meters from the jetty .. someone jumps off 

– oh water only up to knees- not that stranded. They 

decided to walk the boat through the channel – so much 

more control….well as much control as 30knots will give 

you – lots of yelling- they disappear behind the reeds... 

Brian came back with the boat and we’re about to try our luck. We did comment that probably 

the other boats are waiting till the wind dies down to launch- Oh well too bad we’re here now. 

We go to launch- looking back I see the boat is on a terrible angle and what is that noise—yep 

one side of the trailer finds a hole and is off of the ramp. And in one swift moment we’re 

launched -not to worry it’s not that deep.  We decide to move the boat to the end of the ramp 

with a view to spin it around and face it in the right direction heading down the channel. 

Now before all this Brian and Tom had a 

plan sorted in their heads as to where we 

were going to end up in the back water- 

our pozzie. This included Tom staying on 

shore and catching ropes to tie off in the 

reeds. “Bzzzzzz fail guys.. NOT 

happening…. I’m Not walking the boat 

around. Besides Tom is a lot lighter than 

me and more water under the boat the 

better – I’ll catch.” The Admiral has 

spoken. Tom and Brian quickly change into 

swimming attire and off they go while I run- (walk) around to the back water ready to catch. 

They motored all the way around to the back water- Go the ROSS- ploughed their own 

channel! The boat pulls up quick, nose into the reeds- thump- YEAH yells the crowd. Tom 

throws me a line and launches mid air- err jumps off the boat. We’re tied up and I notice that 

both Brian and Tom’s eyes are as wide as dinner plates- hyped up- hands shaking with 

adrenaline from their ‘wild’ ride. No rudder, next to no centerboard and part motor down – 

ferry gliding sideways down the channel past the Magnum in now 25 knots of breeze.- OOH 

AAH !!!   



We’re settled …… parked in prime position ready to watch 

the outdoor telly. Half naked valet parking was the go as 

other boats slowly arrive; stack parking in the back water. 

Hmmm no-one dares to mention we have to get out 

tomorrow….. we’ll have two more bodies on board – we did 

it once ssshhhh! 

 

 

BBQ dinner – few 

beers– good music- great company- sunset and a 

movie- pretty good. 

Early morning- only a handful launched last night 

with us crazy people. I suppose they thought they’d 

launch in calmer breezes – hmm- they took too long, 

a missed opportunity as now the wind had picked up 

again- the race is still 12 hours away though.  We 

were relaxed- the music playing over the PA, the 

bacon and egg sangas were sizzling away and the 

atmosphere was cranking up.  

All Tom and I had to do was get the race numbers on the side of the boat and get some sleep 

while Brian drove the trailer around to Paynesville (the finish line)  meet up with the other 

crew, John, and both catch a bus back to the start. We packed up all unnecessary luggage and 

stowed it away in the Patrol- don’t need the extra weight. Tom went for a walk; we picked up 

the T-shirts, signed on and off Brian went. 

Half the fleet launches at Paynesville and motor/sails down to the Marlay Point start line on 

race day. BUT they didn’t count on a 25 knot head wind built up over a 20nm lake generating 

substantive waves. Heavy going and fuel consumption was high – too high for some! 

Remaining boats (50 or so) still needed to launch at Marlay Point and as they had put off 

launching there was now no choice so everyone wanted to launch NOW. About then a request 

came over the PA to ‘get your boats off of the jetty we have a disabled yacht being escorted in”. 

Down at the ramp ….. it was on. I sent Tom a message ‘excitement at the ramp’- Tom ran over 

quick smart. 

The boats that were contemplating life on the jetty had to bite the bullet and make way across 

the front of the clubhouse and beach their boats- not a bad pozzie once you’re there. 

 



Then we saw it a Trimaran being towed by the 

coastguard. They don’t seriously think they’re going 

to get it to the jetty surely??? YEP they did.. 

The problem with the depth down at Gippsland Lakes 

is although it’s not that tidal, 50cm at Lakes Entrance 

is about 10 cm anywhere else if you’re lucky, it does 

fluctuate with wind and storm surge. This is well 

known and in the case of the race, 25-30 knots blew 

the water out of Lake Wellington (Marlay Point) 

down through McLennan straights and into Lake 

Victoria- reducing the depth considerably. Hence when the winds drops out the bathtub (Lake 

Wellington) fills up and water races back through the straights. 

This is why the depth at the ramp was shallower than usual. 

The piccy’s tell a thousand words… Crunch… the Trimaran 

had ran out of fuel and his halyards had fouled so couldn’t 

sail in and required rescuing. Eventually he was forced to 

anchor in front of the clubhouse just missing the cement 

breakwater. Later his halyards were sorted by way of 

hosting a body up on a bosun’s chair. 

Lunch- the local primary school put on a BBQ. Tom food 

and more food. I don’t know where he put it but he had to 

have one of everything. Before we knew it we were expecting 

the bus back. Where did the time go as we still didn’t have the 

numbers on the boat yet. Brian and John arrived with Brian asking ‘Just what have you lot 

been doing all day – sleeping?”.. 

Over a hundred trailable yachts in one place sure is a sight.   5:30pm  Tom more food….  

6:00pm Race briefing and notices etc.. …   Oh dear..we need to get the boat out of that channel 

before race start 7:45pm. Wind has calmed down a little 15 knots now- hopefully a little more 

water in that channel. Yeah right dreaming. We 

started the motor, Brian crossed his fingers and 

we started. Tom realized that he couldn’t get his 

swimmers on as they were with his excess 

luggage back in Paynesville. Oh well he’ll just go 

in in his jocks if he has to. Hmmm now John is 6ft 

tall and solid and I’m on the boat as well.. did we 

really think we were going to just motor out?  



Around the corner all good.. can see the ramp and the lake. About 15 boats whom wouldn’t fit 

in the back water had tied off in the channel narrowing the path. Oh No- some idiot reverses 

out without looking.. Brian yells at the same time as the motor cuts out- he hates that motor- 

fend fend fend we are now a victim.. Tom drops his pants and over he goes….Yes we have our 

turn of walking the boat through the channel. Scratch one pair of Crocs, thanks Tom and we’re 

out……  

We motor out some ways and Brian says, 

“Just relax we’ll just get settled”.  Now Tom 

hasn’t raced with a spinnaker before and 

was hoping for a bit of practice before race 

start. Up goes the main and we dag around 

the start line- which is about 1km long. All 

this and the race hasn’t started yet! 

Look for flares… don’t hit anybody… No 

time for any kite practice- Sorry Tom. John 

too has his own boat but is a tad rusty- well 

he hadn’t ‘sailed’ in ages and was a bit lost.  

And WE’RE OFF-------- 

Those on the pin end pop their kites. We need 

clean air but we’ve got the best piccy ..  Over the top of the fleet we go….. 

Hoist the kite -Now in VIC if you run an asymmetrical you take a hit on your CBH so Brian 

opted to use our MPS as a double luff, after all we have extra crew. When we sail with NHTYA 

, just the two of us, we run the MSP as an asymmetrical and in light air as a double luff. Not a 

specific type of kite, so we don’t have 

need for a pole down (kicker) 

hmmmm  breeze is blowing  15-20 

knots out in the middle of the lake.  

Kite up and !@#$ so is the pole- 

straight up in the air- I think we 

need a pole kicker! Brian and Tom 

jury rig a solution and we’re off 

higher and higher climbing over 

the fleet.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brian is steering (I didn’t want to hit anyone) and he hands me the kite sheets, ( I  usually 

steer- haven’t played a kite since being on a skiff- but manage – sore arms OOH AAH) we hit 

6.59 knots. Tom on the foredeck and John? Where is John? It’s a fantastic kite run with no 

gybing all the way across Lake Wellington to Plover Point, the entrance to McLennan 

straights, 8nm away. We hit 6.4knots coming into Plover Point. 

 

A sea of red and green is behind us and not too many white 

lights in front- well so we thought. Kite packed away.  

Plover point in daylight is not very wide and there is normally 

no-one in sight except for one night of the year. Yes tonight its 

YOBBO central with spotlights. To get into the straights you 

need to sail through many navigational marks or… OOPS 

we’ve run aground!!!  Up comes the centerboard. That was too 

far to starboard – we’re off - mayhem up ahead.  

Brian yells, “Tell me if I’m going to hit anything”. Tom replies, ‘look out for the dark boat’!! 

WHAT THA! , “They’re all dark. It is dark”. It didn’t help  that an RL beside us might as well 

didn’t have any lights on they were that useless. No ! another boat- that ‘dark’ boat haunts us 

everywhere. A dark hulled something with dark sails we nicknamed the black pearl. 

Tacking through Plover Point with spotlights destroying any night vision we had. Someone is 

yelling boat room – not at us- keep going. Tack – tack again -over the top the crew slides 

again and again. John goes , ‘stuff it I’m ready for the next tack’. Tom runs round the boat like 

a jack rabbit…. he’s everywhere at once. John just lies there exhausted beam to beam. The 

yobbos are yelling, “left – right left – left”. Idiots,  if only they knew to yell starboard! Boats 

hit- Yobbos squeal in delight, ‘look at that one’.. We sneak through unscathed.  

Tack tack tack tack John’s gone. Where did he go?  Zzzzzzz zzzzzzz zzzzzzzz Is that a winch? NO 

John’s asleep down below- and there he stayed for hours- Brian has warm thoughts. 



Tack tack tack  - STOP. Tack tack  STOP tack Stop -moving backwards…… get the anchor 

ready. Brian steers backwards to get us closer to the bank so we’re protected from any 

wayward boats. Drop anchor. John’s snoring. 

Puff of wind fills the sails- we sail over the anchor- up anchor- sailing- tack tack tack. Is that 

the same car we saw an hour ago? YES it is. Tack tack tack . We’re not getting any closer. The 

car is now moving away – we’re going backwards- towards some stink boats tied to the bank - 

drop anchor in front of them. 

Anchor not holding in the 2.5 knots of current as the water fills up lake Wellington.. I go 

forward to let out more rope. Down comes the jib on top of me, “You @#$%^”  but no the Jib 

halyard had snapped. We replace it with the Kite halyard. Anchor holding  STOP –closer to the 

stink boats. 

Brian tries for a sleep down below. 

– John’s still snoring. 

Tom and I take first watch. 

Movement behind us.. boats are 

sailing.. but we’ll just wait to see if 

they actually get any closer. Not 

long a Magnum sails past- hmm 

should we up anchor and try our 

luck? They get past us completely 

and then they come back. The 2 

knots of current in the opposite 

direction and not enough wind to 

make head way stopped that 

plan….    

We can hear a discussion on board the Magnum about whether to drop anchor or not- not 

looking where they were going. Tom and I say yes you idiots about the same time as BANG 

CRUNCH into a ‘new’ anchored Trimaran armor. The owner yelling, ‘You F@#% W%%$$#’. 

The Magnum yells back, “You’re in the way”…. Trimaran says, ‘No we’re anchored idiots”.. 

Magnum replies, “so are we’. Trimaran,‘ B@#  S#%^&  you are’ - CRUNCH again.. ‘look what 

you’ve done- hope you’ve got good insurance.’  Not happy campers. 

What! There’s another Trimaran in front of us dragging anchor…. Tom fends off and grabs the 

Trimaran as they hold on to us…. Not good - they’re pushing us too close to the stink boats- 

they move off..  Brian comes back- we’re moving… No were not. The anchors dragging—no its 

not..  John’s still snoring. 



Brian tells me it’s my turn to get some sleep…I’m asleep before my head hits the pillow. I didn’t 

know that Tom too had come down for a sleep- John’s still snoring. Brian waits on deck in the 

freezing cold….  

Brian taps me on the shoulder – time to get up. Winds picked up- lets up anchor and sail away. 

Anchor was holding and holding. I couldn’t get it up as Brian pointed the boat in the right 

direction to avoid hitting the stink boats. Anchor was really holding… Brian too can’t get it up- 

no-one steering- now we are swinging the wrong way. Anchor off but pushed into stink boats. 

I’m outside the push-pit balancing on the bowsprit fending off- not to worry I have a life jacket 

with a light. We’re off…. Tack tack tack tack  .. not cold now….  

Tom’s up and so is John to greet the day….. That’s Holland’s 

Landing.  YEH!!!! We’re out of the straights right on sunrise. 

It took all night to get 5-6 nm up the straights…. We now have 

wind….and sail into Lake Victoria. 

Lake Victoria to the finish line in Paynesville is another 20nm, 

not to mention the lap around Raymond Island and we’ve 

already been on the boat for 12 hours… A radio message comes 

over from race control- shortened course- no need to do the lap 

around the island.. YES! 

Bacon and eggs for breakfast watching the sun rise… glorious. 

Point Turner- NO WIND--- you’ve got to be kidding. Many boats 

retire… 15 from our division alone. Brian assures us the sea-breeze will come in and it did. We 

reach at 6-7 knots all way home- main and jib only. Over the finish line and head to the ramp. 

Motor on – sails down. 

Tom – the lights on the ferry???  We’re close… motor cuts out just as the Ferry lights change. 

No he wouldn’t… oh yes he does…… the Ferry couldn’t give a rats that we were 5 metres 

away…. With no motor… Brian hates that motor…. Motor starts…. I don’t know how we did it 

but we didn’t catch the ferry 

cable….. Grab the jetty, tie off- 

retrieve the boat- de-rig and  it’s 

all over.. 

Home Monday arvo around 2pm. 

What an experience………and yes 

we’ll do it all again next year.  


